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Principles of Ethicat Conduct of the Company KRPA PAPER, a,s,

The company KRPA PAPER, a.§., in line with its corporate policry, has adopted the Rules of Ethical

€onduďwithin the scope of its subjeď of business.

Compliance with these Rules, common in the European business environmen! is required from all

employees of KRPA PAPER, a-s.

1. General Principles of EthicalConduď
1-.1 Compliance with Legislation

The basic principles of KRpA pApER, a.s. include compliance with the legislative requirements. All

employees of KRPA PAPE& a.s. are obliged to aď in accordance with the Iegi§laťve requirements of

the czech Republig and to ensure that theY are not violated.

Employees of KRPA PAPER, a.s. are also obliged to aď in accordance urith:

o The internal regulations of KRpA PAPER, a.s., concerning the work responsibilities of

employees, occupational safety, Ťire proteďion, handling of chemicals, transPort of

chemicals, prevention of major accidents, reporting of extraordinary events, handling of

computer equipment and data-

o Rules of Ethical Conduď.

1.2 Responsibility for the Perception of KRPA PAPER, a.s. by the Public

KRPA PAPER, a.s., in line with its code of Ethics, promotes compliance with the Ethical Rules in the

company's conduct. All employees, togetherwith the senior management, are aďivelY involved in

the dissemination of the Code of Ethics and ensure iš application in praďice.

o KRPA PAPER, a.s. fulfils its ethical, environmental, social and other obligations towards the

publig based on the fulfilment of day-today duties of the employees with a view to

preventing inappropriate behaviour, which could harm KRPA PAPER, a.s. in relation to Public

institutions and busines§ partners.

o The quality, environmental friendliness and medical harmlessness of the Produďs are

ensured by meeting the requirements of the internationat standards and standards adoPted

by KRPA PAPER, a.s. The review of these established standards is carried out annually by

independent certification bodies.

1.3 Mutual Respect, Honesty and Credibility

Employees of KRpA pApER, a.s. are aware of their duties and responsibilities arising from the internal

and legal regulations, above all the duties and responsibiliťes arising from:

o LabourCode,
o Work Rules,

o Code of Ethics valid for the employees of KRPA PAPER, a.s,

KRpA pApER, a.s. ensures comparable conditions for its employees regardless of their age, race,

nationality, religion, gender or handicap. Violence, threa§ intimidation, any attacks or other

inappropriate behaviour atwork are not tolerated. Human dignity, privacy and individual rights of

each individual are respeďed.



1.4 Responsibilities of Senior Employees

The senior employee
ls responsible for the employees entrusted to himlher in terms of the Organization Code and

the Work Rules, including appropriate training.

With respeď to the principles of the Code of Ethics, organizes and checks the fulfilment of

the assigned tasks, observes the legal and internal regulations, and Prevents anY violation

thereof.

Does not (wer§ee any violation of the legal regulations, and draws consequences in terms of

the labour law in the event of any attempt to violate them.

ls aware of the faď that any breach of occupational safety, fire proteďion, negleď of

preventive measure§ and maintenance teads not only to ethical consequences for the

company and disabled employees, but also to material and financial damages that

significantly outweigh the costs of preventive aďivities-

2. Relationship towards Business Partners

2.1Business Courtesy
Employees of KRpA PAPER, a.s. are not allowed to give or receive gifts and small Presents

that do not conform to common business praďices, which could be perceived as a bribe or

special advantage.

Employees of KRpA pApER, a.s. must not, either direďly or indirectln offer, give, require or

accept bribes in order to establish or maintain business relationships, with the excePtion of

corporate gifts of small value {with the company logo}. Other gifts must be tactfully refused-

2.2 Business Relationships

The Ethical RuIes of KRpA pApER, a.s. guarantee potential suppliers unbiased tender bid checking-

The same conditions applywhen entering into business contraďs with the company's customers.

o Employees are obtíged to inform their superiors of any personal interes§ which might affeď

the assignment and execution of their working task.

After evaluating the risk of confliď of interes§ the superior decides on measures in the area

of checking and approval of the business relationship. for example transfer of responsibilities

for the re|ationships with a given business partner to another employee_

o while tendering for contracts, suppliers must not be favoured or disadvantaged in any unfair

way whatsoever, the same applies to customers.

r Employees may only accept reasonable and well-founded invitations from business partners

to discuss work-related matters, or should declining an invitaťon in a given environment be

contrary to the principles of polite behaviour.

o Employees must not make any personal orders, or enter into transactions with companies

with whom they have business contacts. if they could benefit from them.

2.3 Giving of Gifts bythe Company

With regard to the giving of gifts, KRPA PAPER, a.s. proceeds according to the following rules:

o As a matter of principle, the company does not meet any requests for contributions to

natural persons, nor does it make any payments, even of small amounts, to private accounts

- the exemption from the rule can be made by the genera| manager of KRPA PAPER, a.s.,



namely taking into account social or other aspects of the requesu the company does not

provide any contributions to person§ that could harm the companýs rePutation.

o The recipient of a gift and the specific method of its use must be known. The use of a gift

must at all times be supported by the presentation of accounts.

3. prevention of confliď of lnterest
e Employees of KRpA pApER" a.s., while performing their tasks, must not get into confliď of

interest.
o Employees may carry out gainfuI activityl, in addition to their employment Prorrided that

this aďivity does not inteďere in the legitimate interests of the employer.

r Employees are entitled to carry out, in addition to their employment, other gainful aďivitY

identical to the subjeď of aďivity of the emptoyer with prior written consent of the

employer.

e confliď of interest also involves the provision of business informaťon, recommendations,

know-how and information of KRPA PAPER, a.s., which can assist in peďorming competitive

aďivities of other individuals.

o Employees of KRpA pApER, a.s., who discorrered competitive aďivities of another emPloYee

working for KRpA pApER, a.s., mu§t immediately report the faď to their superiors.

4. lnformation provided

KRPA PAPER, a.s. provides its business partners and other interested groups only with correď,

relevant information. The accounting data prodded is in accordance with the accounting princiPles.

5. Confidentialíty
ln internal matters of the company that have not been disclosed to the publig confidentiality must

be maintained. This applies to, for example, information on the companýs organization and its

facilities, technology, raw materials used, business praďices, as well as research and develoPment

aďivities.

Confidentiatity must be maintained even aflter the termination of employment, namely in accordance

with the relevant provisions of the Labour Code, or underthe provisions of a contract of

employment.

6. Complaints and Suggestions

Where possible, emptoyees should use internal opťons to settle disputes arising from their wOrk

aďivities.

1 Gainful activity is any activity permitted by law, canied orrt with a vierr to saining prop€íty adlranbge,

including but oot ti*iieo tq business or activities of a member of the body of a trading mmpany. The labour-

law arrangement of srch a rel;aťonship is not decisive.



Every employee of KRPA PAPER, a.s. may lodge a complain! or point out the circumstances that may

lead to any violation of the Ethical Rules, with hislher superior or the head of the company,s

personnel department. Documents relating to the investigation of the complaint are confidential,

and any countermeasures against the person who has given an imptus to the investigation, are not

tolerated.
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